
Electrolux introduces 
the QuietCleanTM Central 
Vacuum System



QuietClean power team defies the sound barrier with up to five 
decibel’s less than other “quiet” models, for a quiet but complete 
cleaning experience. 

hose handle that houses ergonomically designed tools for convenient access•	

three-position height adjuster used for different carpet lengths•	

premier tools for upholstery, hardwood/tile floors, crevices and much more•	

telescopic wand and quick release neck used to quickly change attachment tools•	

180-degree swivel head used to conveniently direct the power head•	

14-inch wide deep cleaning brush with dual edge cleaning technology•	

Light-Emitting Diode (LED) long-life headlight for dark corners and under furniture•	

quilted hose sock to assure protection for wall corners and furniture•	

The Contemporary Callisto White steel power units are so reliable 
and durable they come with a 10-year limited warranty.

Deeper cleaning.•	  The Electrolux QuietClean Model PU 3900 offers 640 air watts of cleaning 

power – the most cleaning power in a single-motor central vacuum – which means it will remove 

more dust and allergens from the living area and accommodate homes with up to 12,000 

square feet of living space. Models PU 3450 and PU 3650 are good for up to 7,000 square feet 

with 600 air watt motors.

Quiet operation.•	  Patented sound-reducing technology in both the power unit and the electric 

power brush make the QuietClean the quietest central vacuum system available.  

Built-in monitoring system.•	  Model PU 3900 and PU 3650’s LCD displays let the user monitor 

the system’s overall performance, tells the user when to check the dirt receptacle, and the LCD 

on the PU 3900 even provides accurate time and temperature information.

Convenient System.•	  The Electrolux QuietClean Models PU 3900 and PU 3650 utilize a 

permanent self-cleaning filter, so you will never need to replace filters. The utility inlet on the front 

of these models allows a direct connection to clean the garage and vehicles while the window 

on the dirt receptacle allows you to check the dirt level.

QuietClean tackles  
               whole house cleaning  
       with comfort and ease.
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